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Abstract—Transmit-array design is more challenging for dual-

band operation than for single-band, due to the independent 360º 
phase wrapping jumps needed at each band when large electrical 
length compensation is involved. This happens when aiming at 
large gains, typically above 25 dBi with beam scanning and F/D≤1. 
No such designs have been reported in the literature. A general 
method is presented here to reduce the complexity of dual-band 
transmit-arrays design, valid for arbitrarily large phase error 
compensation and any band ratio, using a finite number of 
different unit-cells. The procedure is demonstrated for two off-set 
transmit-array implementations operating in circular polarization 
at 20 GHz(Rx) and 30 GHz(Tx) for Ka-band satellite-on-the-move 
terminals with mechanical beam steering. An appropriate set of 30 
dual-band unit-cells is developed with transmission coefficient >‒
0.9 dB. The full-size transmit-array is characterized by full-wave 
simulation enabling elevation beam scanning over 0-50º with gains 
reaching 26 dBi at 20 GHz and 29 dBi at 30 GHz. A smaller 
prototype was fabricated and measured, showing a measured gain 
of 24 dBi at 20 GHz and 27 dBi at 30 GHz. In both cases the beam 
pointing direction is coincident over the two frequency bands, thus 
confirming the proposed design procedure. 
 

Index Terms— Dual band, flat lens, transmit-arrays, 
mechanical scanning, frequency selective surface (FSS), 
polarization-insensitive, wireless communication network, 
satellite-on-the-move (SOTM). 

I. INTRODUCTION 

here is an intensive on-going research effort to find 
compact, light-weight and cost-effective antenna solutions 

for satellite-on-the-move (SOTM) applications [1]-[10]. The 
challenge is to combine these characteristics with high gain, 
beam-steering capability and multi-band operation. Mechanical 
beam steering solutions [1] are cost-effective but tend to be 
bulkier than their phased array counterparts [11], [12]. 
However, the feeding network of millimeter wave (mm-wave) 
phased arrays, both analog and digital, is the main limitation in 
terms of RF performance and cost. Reflector-based antennas are 
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the traditional solution for mechanical beam-steering [13], but 
the use of reflect-arrays and transmit-arrays is becoming a new 
trend as they can potentially reduce the antennas’ profile and 
weight while maintaining high RF performance [7]-[9], [14]-
[18]. In particular, frequency selective surface theory is being 
applied for the design of a new breed of flat Fresnel lenses or 
transmit-arrays [19]- [25] . 

Two basic types of cell phasing mechanisms are being used: 
the phase-delay (PD) and phase rotation (PR) types. In PD cells 
the relative phase between adjacent cells is obtained through 
different equivalent transmission line lengths for each cell, 
usually associated with different effective permittivity [26], 
[27]; in the PR type of cells all have exactly the same geometry, 
the relative phase being obtained through the relative angle of 
in-plane rotation of the cell elements [19]-[22]. It is worth 
mentioning that these two types of transmit-arrays have 
different working principles. The PR case is exclusive for 
circular polarization, whereas the PD counterpart can operate 
with an arbitrary incident polarization.      

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, the use of dual band 
high-gain beam-steerable antennas based on passive transmit-
arrays for SOTM, using either PD or PR cells, has not yet been 
reported in the state-of-the-art. It may appear in a first thought 
that the design of a dual-band transmit-array is not 
fundamentally different from the single-band case, but actually 
dual-band transmit-arrays are more complex to design when the 
following conditions are verified simultaneously: 

1) Need to compensate several wavelengths of phase error 
resulting from a very high gain requirement or low F/D 
(or both); 

2) Unfavorable ratio between the frequency bands as 
explained ahead. 

When several wavelengths of phase error compensation are 
required in single-band transmit-arrays, this can be achieved 
with a limited set of PD or PR cells distributed discretely 
between 0º and 360º, since a 360º phase wrapping can be used 
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to compensate higher phase error values although at the expense 
of a reduced operating bandwidth. However, the phase 
wrapping process can be more complicated for dual-band 
transmit-arrays under conditions 1) and 2). This is partly due to 
the independent 360º phase jumps needed at each band for each 
cell. Depending on the ratio between frequency bands it may 
lead, in large transmit-arrays, to a potentially intractable 
number of cells with different phase-delay pairs. Moreover, 
conciliating the adequate dual-band transmission coefficient 
phase behavior with a low transmission coefficient magnitude 
(at least better than ˗1 dB to constrain the back lobe reflection 
and favor aperture efficiency) represents another challenge.  

Some dual-band cell designs with high transmissivity 
characteristic can be found in the literature, both of the PD [26], 
[27] and the PR types [28] but in most cases they do not allow 
setting independent phase-delay values at each band. This 
prevents its use for transmit-arrays, even more to handle 
simultaneously the implications of 1) and 2). 

Recently, a first attempt to implement a dual-band planar 
transmit-array was presented in [29] using PR cells. However, 
the cells are not actually dual-band. Independent cells were 
designed for the upper and lower bands and were interleaved in 
a proper way. The cells’ amplitude response (ranging from ˗0.6 
dB to ˗3.5 dB) may favor back reflection while the presented 
phase compensation range is small, from 0º to 229º at 20 GHz 
and 0º to 344º at 30 GHz without phase jumps aiming only at 
moderate transmit-array gain (19 dB at 20 GHz and 20 dB at 30 
GHz). The interleaved cell approach is not favorable for 
condition 2) where spatially close phase jumps are required. 
Interleaved cells require more physical space than a single dual-
band PD cell. 

New dual-band cells with independent phase-shifting 
capability at each band and very high transmissivity need to be 
designed to respond simultaneously to 1) and 2). In this work, 
we present a general method for dual-band cell planning that 
can be used for the design of any transmit-array size, with any 
ratio between the design frequencies f1 and f2 of the upper and 
lower bands respectively. Some rules apply for the definition of 
f1 and f2 to obtain a feasible design. The method allows 
designing the transmit-array using only a finite set of unit-cells. 
It is mostly intended for PD cell design, but it is relevant for PR 
cells as well. The method is illustrated in this paper for two 
versions of a transmit-array: a full-size antenna and a slightly 
trimmed version for fabrication. The full-size transmit-array 
shows wide-angle beam-steering within the 0° −  50° interval, 
with gains ranging between 23 dBi and 29 dBi and circular 
polarization (CP). A set of 30 dual-band PD unit-cells are used 
for both cases, with −0.3 dB transmission coefficient 
magnitude on average at both frequencies (worst value is –0.9 
dB) and reasonable insensitivity to polarization. In these 
examples, we extend for the dual-band transmit-arrays the 
offset phase-delay correction function used in our previous 
work [22] for a single-band flat lens configuration. In that work 
we showed that a wide beam steering range with full azimuth 
coverage could be obtained by combining this single-band 
phase correction function with both in-plane feed translation 
and antenna rotation Fig. 1a. The corresponding functional 

prototype was presented in [30] Fig. 1b. 
Full-wave simulations of both versions of the dual-band 

transmit-array example using CST microwave Studio® [32] 
have confirmed the expected dual-band performance, in line 
with the predefined specifications. One of the versions of the 
transmit-arrays was fabricated and tested experimentally at 20 
GHz and 30 GHz bands. A good agreement was obtained both 
with the full-wave simulation results and with the 
specifications, confirming the practical feasibility of the 
proposed dual-band transmit-array design method. 

This paper is organized as follows: the strategy for dual-
band unit-cell design is addressed in Section II. First, a 
systematic method is presented to find the appropriate phase-
delay combinations in each cell for a dual-band transmit-array 
of any size and frequency band ratio using a finite number of 
cells; secondly, the method is illustrated by designing an 
appropriate collection of dual-band unit-cells at Ka-Band 
(20GHz/30GHz) targeting satellite communications (Satcom) 
applications. Section III addresses the design and performance 
of a dual-band transmit-array that generalizes the previous 
single-band lens design developed in [22]. In Section IV we 
present the experimental validation of the manufactured dual-
band transmit-array. Conclusions are drawn in Section V. 

II. DUAL-BAND UNIT-CELLS DESIGN 

A. Systematic design rules for transmit-array dual-band cells 

The geometry of Fig. 1a represents a generic transmit-array at 
the = 0 plane fed by a point source located at (0,0, − ). 
Throughout this paper we designate the phase term as  
according to the notation  (note that in [22] the phase term 
was defined with the opposite sign).    

 
Fig. 1 – Antenna geometry, same as in [30] 

The transmit-array is intended to introduce a phase correction 
Φ ( , , ) to transform the input spherical wave front into 
an arbitrary target output wave front. We can factorize  in 
terms of the frequency f and of a generic function of the spatial 
coordinates, according to 

 Φ ( , , ) = ℎ( , ) (1) 

where = 2 ⁄  is the free space wave number, being c the 
speed of light in vacuum, and ℎ( , ) an equivalent 
compensation length. Further to a physical length it can include 
other phase compensation conditions. It is independent of the 
frequency as long as the primary feed phase center position is 
also independent of the frequency. Consider an example where 



the transmit-array is required to collimate the output beam 
along some  zenithal direction. The equivalent compensation 
length at each transmit-array point ( , ) is given by [22]: 

 ℎ( , ) = + + −   (2) 

When = 0, corresponding to the conventional broadside 
Fresnel correction, ℎ( , ) reduces to the physical length 
travelled by a ray from the feed phase center up to the ( , ) 
point of the transmit-array.  

The transmit-array phase correction (1) versus ℎ( , ) for 
two generic operation frequencies  and  with >  is 
shown in Fig. 2a. The vertical line represents the locus of an 
arbitrary discrete unit-cell , that is required to produce the 
phase delays = ( ) − ( ) where =

,  is a phase reference selected independently at 

frequencies  and , respectively. Note that the operation 
principle of the transmit array does not depend on the chosen 
phase reference. This reference corresponds to the origin of the 
axis in the phase representation of Fig. 2a. At first, it may seem 
that when considering independent 360º phase wrapping of 

 and  functions, this may lead to an intractable number of 
possible phase combinations defining each and every cell 
across the transmit-array. However, it is noted that a unit-cell  
can be univocally defined by the phase-pair = ( , )  
where 

 =  (3) 

We can interpret the transmit-array phase compensation law as 
the line represented in the ,  plane in Fig. 2b. In this 
representation, any unit-cell  is univocally defined as a single-
point in the line segment, with the distance to the origin being 
proportional to the corresponding equivalent compensation 
length. 

 
Fig. 2 – a) Required phase vs the equivalent compensation length, for two 

generic frequencies  and  considering unwrapped phase. An arbitrary unit-
cell  is marked, corresponding to phase compensation values  and . b) 
Corresponding phase-pair plane, where each cell  is represented by a single 

point over a tilted line with slope / . 

The 360º phase periodicity can be used to re-write (3) as:  

 + ×360° = × + ×360°  (4) 

with , ∈ ℤ. Thus, by selecting appropriate ( , ) values, 
equation (4) can map any ( , ) phase-pair from the original 
infinite line of Fig. 2b into a point within a set of parallel finite 
lines with the same slope, defined in the finite 2D-space ∈

[0°, 360°[, ∈ [0°, 360°[. Onwards we refer to it as the 
reduced phase-pair (RPP) plane. We represent it in Fig. 3 for 
four examples of standard satellite dual-band frequency ratios 
as detailed in Table I. The values of  and  in Fig. 3 are 
selected within the downlink and uplink bandwidths, 
respectively. As will be discussed below, they do not 
correspond to the central frequency of each band but else to the 
closest  and  values that maximize their greatest common 
divisor (gcd). Thus, the lines in the RPP plane correspond to the 
locus of unrepeated cells, the line numbering indicating the 
sequence of cell locus for increasing ℎ( , ) values. If ℎ( , ) 
increases beyond the end of the last numbered line, the cell 
locus returns to the beginning of the first line and henceforth to 
the subsequent lines as needed. This means that a dual-band 
transmit-array with arbitrarily large ℎ( , ) values can be 
completely populated with a finite number of discrete phase 
cells. However, for a fixed phase discretization step , the 
number of unrepeated cells  in the RPP plane increases with 
the number of lines  

 =
+

− 1 (5) 

This justifies the abovementioned requirement to choose  and 
 that maximize . As an example, Table I shows the 

maximum unwrapped phase range in the RPP plane, 

( ) =  ×360°⁄  

( ) =  ×360°⁄  

(6.a) 

(6.b) 

for each of the previously presented satellite bands, as well as 
the corresponding = ( )/ , considering  

= 36° for . We conclude that C- and Ka-bands allow the 
lowest , while the number of cells remains still reasonable 
in the other bands. 

 
Fig. 3 – Reduced phase-pair (RPP) plane for standard fixed satellite dual-band 
services, where the lines’ slope is ⁄ : a) C-band and Ka-band (coincident 
for the two bands); b) Ku-band and W-band (coincident for the two bands). 

Table I - Frequency bands for considered satellite services and corresponding 
information for transmit-array dual-band cell design. Number of cells assumes 

ϕ = 36° for frequency  

BAN

D 
DOWNLINK 

(GHZ) 
UPLINK 
(GHZ) 

F1 
(GHZ

) 

F2 
(GHZ

) 

GC

D 
UNWRAP. 

RANGE 

UNWRAP.

RANGE 
NLINES NUC 

C 3.7–4.2 5.925–6.425 4 6 2 0–720º 0–1080º 4 30 

KU 11.7–12.2 14–14.5 12 14 2 0–2160º 0–2520º 12 70 

KA 19.7–20.2 29.5–30 20 30 10 0–720º   0–1080º 4 30 

V 37.5–43.5 47.2–50.2 40 50 10 0–1440º 0–1800º 8 50 

W 71–76 81–86 72 84 12 0–2160º 0–2520º 12 70 
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Besides the required relative phase delays of the cells, they 
must also present a good transmission in order to constrain the 
back lobe reflection and favor aperture efficiency of the lens. 
An indicative value would be | | > −1 dB. Difficulties may 
arise when trying to design physically viable dual-band PD cells 
that coincide with the referred ideal phase-pair lines (Fig. 3) that 
are evenly distributed along those lines, and that comply 
simultaneously with the minimum acceptable transmission 
coefficient condition. It is also of great importance that adjacent 
cells present similar geometry so that the local periodicity 
condition that is generally used to design PD cells remains 
approximately valid [31]. 

It is likely that after proper use of a ×360°, ×360°  
translation, or in a compact form = 360°( , ),  the locus 
of viable cells associated to an arbitrary phase reference at each 

frequency = ,  end-up showing instead as in 
Fig. 4a (obtained from an example to be discussed ahead). But 
given that the transmit array working principle does not change 
with the phase reference, it is possible to adjust  to provide 
the least error between the phase-pair locus of the developed 
cells and the ideal one over the lines. In the RPP representation, 
this corresponds to translating its origin as done in Fig. 4b: the 
reference phase was shifted with respect to the original one in 
Fig. 4a by ∆ = (47°, 150°). The uninteresting cells (gray 
dots in Fig. 4a) were discarded, while the remainder that fell 
outside the translated RPP plane (red circumferences in Fig. 4b) 
were recovered by proper = 360°( , ) translations (red 
circle with blue outline in Fig. 4b). 

The above procedure is summarized as follows (Fig. 5): 

a) Select  and  within the respective bands as integer values 
with the maximum possible . Mark the tilted lines in the 
RPP plane given by (4). Select the appropriate cell 
configuration, set the | | criterion and set required ; 

b) Generate different cells by changing its parameters, analyze 
the respective transmission response and plot in the RPP plane 
those that match the | | criterion. Repeat this step until the 
RPP plane is well populated along parallel directions to the 
tilted lines (separation ); 

c) Adjust  to obtain the best possible match between the 
phase-pairs locus in the RPP plane and the tilted lines and 
eliminate the unnecessary cells. Repeat step b) as necessary to 
populate the tilted lines. 

 

                    

                   
Fig. 4 – a) Example of the locus of an actual collection of dual-band PD cells 
plotted in the reduced phase-pair plane. b) The same phase-pairs are plotted 

on a RPP plane that is shifted by (47°, 150°). The red circumferences that fall 
outside the translated RPP plane are transformed back inside by using eq. (4), 

(red circle with blue outline). 

 

 
  c1: |s21| matches criterion (e.g. |s21|> -1 dB)  
  c2: enough cells in RPP plane with separation    
  c3: enough cells in RPP plane with the least error over lines  

Fig. 5 ‒ Workflow for the design of dual-band cells for arbitrarily large 
equivalent length ℎ( , ) compensation. 

B. Dual-band PD unit-cells for Ka-band 

The objective of this section is to present an example of a 
viable set of dual-band PD cells designed according to the 
previous design rules. They work correctly for the previously 
referred transmit-array at the Satellite Ka-Band, but are not 
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intended as the only, or the best possible dual-band PD cells. 
The phase delay associated with an ideal PD cell can be 

written as Φ = exp (−    ) where  ( ) is the cell’s 
effective refraction index and  is the cell’s thickness. The 
relative phase presented in the previous section is thus defined 
as 

 = −   −  (7) 

The dominant dependence of  with frequency comes from 
, originating a negative slope behavior. An additional degree 

of freedom is associated with ( ), which can be explored 
through cell parameter adjustments. 

The following steps are taken to design the unit-cells: 

a) Definition of the unit-cell resonant elements: 

The unit-cell geometry has evolved from the design in [23], 
which is based on juxtaposed square patches. The periodic 
metallic patches behave as a low-pass filter. A strip loop is 
added now, centered with the patch (Fig. 6). A grid of these 
loops behaves as a high-pass filter. The combination of the two 
elements (loop plus patch) behaves as a band-pass filter with 
the possibility of tuning almost independently the lower and 
upper frequencies of the pass-band, by changing the elements 
dimensions. The square geometry favors similar TE and TM 
responses, as required for circular polarization operation. 

 
Fig. 6 – Dual-band unit-cell configuration. 

b) Definition of the unit-cell parameters: 

The unit-cell size ( × ) must be large enough for its elements 
to resonate at the desired frequencies bands. So, the largest 
element, the strip loop, is intended to resonate near the lower 
band (Rx-band). Additionally, enough geometric degrees of 
freedom are required to properly populating the phase-pair map 
defined by the method (Figure 3). The parameters are the strip 
loop width , the square patch size  × , the unit-cell height 
and the number of layers (  is the order of the metallization 
layer).  

Parameter  affects mostly the phase shift and amplitude 
response of the unit-cell at the lower band, while  affects those 
characteristics mainly in the upper band. Increasing the cell 
height provides a wider range of phase variation, while a more 
diverse combination of phase pairs is obtained by increasing the 

number of layers. A compromise must be found between cell 
performance and fabrication complexity and accuracy. 

c) Definition of the unit-cell population: 

A full-wave analysis of an infinite periodic array of unit-cells is 
carried on, testing different combinations of  and  to reach 
the condition | | > −1 dB in both bands. The study is not 
blind, as the trends are anticipated from the behavior described 
in b). All the successful cells are plotted in the RPP plane and 
then follows the optimization of , and discarding of the 
unnecessary cells (those with wrong locus in the RPP plane, and 
abrupt geometry transition between adjacent phase cells). 

Consideration of the previous steps led in our case to using 
seven layers ( = 1 … 7) of square metallized elements ( × =
3.5×3.5 ) printed on six substrate layers of 60 mills 
(s=1.575mm) Rogers Duroid 5880 ( = 2.2, tan = 0.0009), 
see Fig. 6. Total cell height is = 9.7 mm. The number of cell 
layers was determined both by the maximum required phase 
shift and by the maximum acceptable insertion loss. The printed 
layers of each unit-cell were set equal in pairs, i.e. =

, =  (Fig. 6). So, each unit-cell contains only 
four different printed elements.  

 In order to define  we have used known information 
about the influence of phase discretization error on gain 
degradation. A uniform discretization step of = 36° is 
shown in [33] to introduce 0.2 dB gain degradation compared 
to the continuous case → 0, for a F/D=1 Fresnel lens. For 

= 90° the gain reduction is almost 1 dB. In the present 
work, we confirmed that using   in the order of 36° also 
represented a good compromise between the antenna 
performance, the feasibility to find the unit-cells with the 
appropriate phase pairs, and our available fabrication 
resolution. This translates approximately to 30 unrepeated cells 
in the RPP plane ( = 30, see Section II.A).  

Different combinations of ∈ [0, 2.4  and ∈ [0, 0.5  
were analyzed using CST microwave studio [32] with periodic 
boundary conditions. The unit-cells complying with the 
transmission coefficient condition are represented in the RPP 
plane (dots marked in Fig. 4a). Following the procedure 
described in Section II.A, the reference phase  was 
optimized to maximize the number of dots falling near the tilted 
lines in the RPP plane. The thirty unit-cells that fall near these 
lines (red dots in the translated RPP plane in Fig. 4b) comply 
with the required phase at 20 GHz and 30 GHz.  

Fig. 7 presents the full phase frequency response of these 
thirty unit-cells. The phase results are split into four different 
groups corresponding to four different combinations of  and 

. The dashed line represents the cell used as the reference of 
the RPP plane in Fig. 4b. The insets in these figures explain the 
relation between the achieved absolute phase, the  phase, and 

the equivalent  phase obtained through a = 360°( , ) 
translation. Its correspondence in the RPP plane is marked as 
the red dots in the previous Fig. 4b, while its transformation into 
the original unwrap phase-pair plane is presented in Fig. 8. It is 
seen in the latter figure that the cells are reasonably distributed 
with an average phase step of 24º at 20 GHz and 36º at 30 GHz. 



The average phase error with respect to the ideal line locus is 
15º. Nevertheless, it will be shown ahead that these cells with 
the presented phase discretization map are just enough to obtain 
good dual-band transmit-array performance. 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 7 – Phase responses of the designed unit-cells vs frequency: a) Four unit-
cells that cover the phase interval ϕ20GHz ∈ [0⁰, 50⁰] and ϕ30GHz ∈ [0⁰, 70⁰]; b) 
Six unit-cells with ϕ20GHz ∈ [54⁰, 234⁰] and ϕ30GHz ∈ [95⁰, 360⁰]; c) 19 unit-

cells with ϕ20GHz ∈ [276⁰,665⁰] and ϕ30GHz ∈ [397⁰,966⁰]; d) One unit-cell with 
ϕ20GHz= 704º and ϕ30GHz=1050º. 

The simulated magnitude response of these thirty cells versus 
frequency is shown in Fig. 9. The cells present an average |S21| 
of -0.24 dB at 20 GHz and -0.32 dB at 30 GHz. A good 
transmission coefficient is also maintained throughout the usual 
Ka Tx and Rx bands (shaded regions in Fig. 9): for instance, at 
the edges of the band the average |S21| is -0.57 dB at 19.7 GHz 
and -0.38 dB at 20.2 GHz. For the lower frequency value of the 
Tx band (29.5 GHz) the average |S21| is -0.41 dB while it is -
0.32 dB at 30 GHz. The worst |S21| values are -0.8 dB and -0.9 
dB respectively in the two bands. 

 
Fig. 8 – Representation of the phase-pairs obtained for the designed dual band 
unit-cells in the phase plane [0,720° ×[0,1080° . The line segment numeric 

code of the shaded regions is the same as in Fig. 7. 

 
Fig. 9 – Transmission magnitude responses of the 30 dual-band unit-cells. The 

unit cells ( ) are ordered according to Table II.. 

III. TRANSMIT-ARRAY DESIGN 

The objective of this section is to present and analyze by full-
wave simulation a high-gain dual-band transmit-array with 
wide-angle beam steering, using the developed PD cells. Since 
no such transmit-arrays arrays exist in the literature to 
benchmark our concept, we choose the single-band transmit-
array from Reference [22]. This is a case where the design was 
already demanding in terms of gain, beam scanning angle and 
circular polarization. We want to demonstrate that not only the 
dual-band transmit-array can match the demanding 
specifications of [22] for the 30 GHz up-link band, but also it 
offers similar performance in the 20 GHz down-link band. We 
then use the same beam steering principle adopted in [22] for a 
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single-band transmit-array at 30 GHz: for the central feed 
position, = 0, the beam already points at  direction ( 

Table III) with optimum phase correction given by (1) and 
(2). Beam steering in elevation is obtained through feed 
translation while beam steering in azimuth requires the rotation 
of the full assembly. This steering approach requires the 
aperture to be larger in the elevation plane to avoid spill-over. 
We aim at the same type of specifications as in [22], with a gain 
in the order of 29 dBi, wide-angle scanning in the [0, 50º] 
interval with scan losses below 3 dB, and F/D near 0.8 to 
maintain the antenna profile as low as possible. 

The dual-band transmit-array is assembled as in [22], by 
choosing for each ( , ) position of the transmit-array the unit-
cell that falls closest to the phase given by (1) and (2). It should 
be enough to follow this procedure for one of the bands only, 
since the cell design implicitly complies with the required phase 
lag at the other band. It is important to note that this also implies 
that the impact of the focal distance on the transmit-array scan 
angle will be the same at both frequencies, according to Eq.6 in 
reference [22], derived for the single-band case. 

In this work we arbitrarily selected the 20 GHz band phase 
information for the procedure. In practice, however, an 
inevitable difference exists at 30 GHz between the actual cell 
phase response and the ideal one given by =
1.5× . The implications on the antenna response are 
negligible as will be quantified ahead, because the average 
phase error at 30 GHz is only 16º. 

To facilitate the comparison between this dual-band 
transmit-array and the previous single-band one at 30 GHz [22], 
the same aperture dimensions are used: = 192.5 mm and 

= 143.5 mm. Also the same = 32.5° beam tilt is used 
for the feed central position. This choice of  leads to similar 
level of beam distortion for the less tilted beam (15º) and the 
most tilted one (50º). Fig. 10 shows the top layer of the CST 
simulation model of the dual-band transmit-array.  

Since a primary source of the type used in [22] is not 
available for dual band operation, two 15 dBi standard-gain 
rectangular horn antennas are used instead to illuminate the 
transmit-array at each band, with their phase centers positioned 
at  distance from the bottom face of the transmit-array. Its 
focal distance is slightly changed from = 100 mm to =
110 mm, to ensure similar edge taper illumination as in [22].   

The circular polarization (CP) response of the transmit-array 
is obtained by appropriately combining its radiation patterns 
obtained for two orthogonal linear polarization horn 
orientations [34]. This synthesized CP will onwards be referred 
just as RHCP (co-pol component) or LHCP (cross-pol 
component) both for simulations and measurements. This is 
different from [22] where a CP feed was used.  

Despite these differences, a fair performance comparison is 
still possible at 30 GHz: the phase function given by (1) and (2) 
and the aperture illumination are practically the same in the two 
cases. Any performance difference will result only from the 
difference between the used single- and dual-band unit-cells 
behavior. 

The full-wave CP radiation patterns are presented in Fig. 11 
and the transmit-array performance parameters are summarized 
in  

Table III. The simulation results for the single band lens from 
[22] are also presented in  

Table III for three feed positions. The first positive indicator 
of this dual-band design is that the beam tilt angles are 
practically coincident over the two bands. This is only possible 
when the phase correction function is correctly implemented in 
both bands. The second positive indication is that the directivity 
and scan loss values at 30 GHz are similar to the results 
obtained for the 30 dBi single-band lens from [22], as shown in  

Table III. In that work, the single-band results were validated 
by measurements. The lower gain at 20 GHz is compatible with 
the reduction of the aperture electrical size. Finally, the scan 
loss across almost 50º elevation interval is better than 3.6 dB at 
20 GHz and 3.3 dB at 30 GHz. 

 

Table II – Dimensions of each unit-cell in terms of the geometric parameters 
defined in the inset of Fig. 6 and ordered according to the numbering used in 

Fig. 9. 

 

 
Fig. 10 – Dimensions of the simulated and fabricated transmit-arrays (top 

layer). 



The results in Fig. 11 show that cross polarization level is 
quite good for the front lobes at 20 GHz and slightly worse at 
30 GHz degrading with the beam tilt. The worst case (< −11 
dB) occurs for the most tilted beam. This shows a reasonably 
good CP performance of the dual-bands cells for the front lobes, 
up to extreme angles at 20 GHz. The degradation at 30 GHz 
may be explained by the larger phase matching error in this 
band referred in the previous section. The transmit array also 
performs well in both bands, the maximum gain reduction 
caused by frequency detuning is -1.3 dB, occurring in the Tx-
band for the displacement = −30  (corresponding to the 
most tilted beam). 

 

 
Fig. 11 – Simulated transmit-array gain radiation pattern at: a) 20 GHz and; b) 

30 GHz . Right hand circular polarization (RHCP), co-pol, (solid thick line) 
and left hand circular polarization (LHCP), cross-pol, (solid thin line) 

components for the different feed positions = −30, −15,0,15,30,45,60  
(mm).  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Table III – Dual-band transmit-array simulated performance at 20 GHz and 
30 GHz, and comparison with the single-band lens developed in [22] 

 
  

(MM) 
GAIN 

(DBI) 

SCAN 

LOSS 

(DB) 

SLL 

(DB) 
REFLECTIO

NS (DB) 

X-
POL 

(DB) 

AXIAL 

RATIO 

(DB) 

AZIMUT

H (º) 

D
U

A
L

 B
A

N
D

 
  2

0 
G

H
Z

 

-30 22.8 -3.6 -17.0 -9.7 -35.9 0.28 50 
-15 24.2 -2.2 -19.7 -8.6 -48.9 0.06 41 
0 25.2 -1.1 -22.4 -10.0 -30.5 0.52 32 

15 26.2 -0.2 -23.8 -12.4 -33.3 0.38 25 
30 26.4 0 -22.8 -13.1 -36.8 0.25 18 
45 26.2 0.2 -23.9 -13.3 -37.2 0.24 11 
60 24.9 -1.4 -16.3 -14.2 -41.8 0.14 2 

 D
U

A
L

 B
A

N
D

  
30

 G
H

Z
 

-30 26.1 -3.3 -15.4 -18.7 -11.7 4.62 50 
-15 28.0 -1.4 -21.3 -19.4 -14.5 3.31 41 
0 28.8 -0.6 -22.3 -23.3 -16.9 2.50 33 

15 29.4 0 -23.0 -24.0 -20.8 1.59 25 
30 29.2 -0.2 -24.9 -24.4 -27.2 0.76 18 
45 28.8 -0.6 -24.7 -24.0 -31.8 0.45 11 
60 27.5 -1.9 -18.6 -26.2 -31.8 0.45 1 

SI
N

G
L

E
 B

A
N

D
  

30
 G

H
Z

 [2
2]

 

-27 26.0 -2.7 -12.3 -14.2 -13.9 3.55 49 

0 28.7 0 -29.7 -25.5 -19.0 1.96 32 

60 27.1 -1.6 -9.4 -20.4 -16.7 2.56 1 

IV. PROTOTYPE AND MEASUREMENTS 

In order to experimentally validate the proposed dual-band 
transmit-array concept, a slightly trimmed square version of the 
previous transmit-array was considered with = =
119 mm as superimposed in Fig. 10. The same focal length 

= 110 mm is used, so the phase correction is exactly the 
same, besides the truncation resulting from the smaller aperture 
considered. The corresponding CST model is shown in Fig. 
12a. Two standard-gain horns (Flann Microwave Nº 20240-15 
for 20 GHz and Flann Microwave Nº 22240-15 used for 30 
GHz) are used as primary feeds for each band, producing, 
producing ‒10 dB field tapering at the transmit-array edge. The 
set-up ensures that the distance from the horns’ phase center to 
the lens is the same in both frequency bands. This requirement 
can be intrinsically satisfied in practical applications by using a 
single primary feed with appropriate dual-band operation [35]-
[38]. 

It is noted that despite the fact that the fabricated transmit-
array is smaller, it uses all the 30 developed unit-cells, while the 
phase correction function still involves two 360º phase jumps 
as can be seen in Fig. 12a. So the smaller prototype is good 
enough to demonstrate the physical viability of the proposed 
dual-band PD cells and validate its full-wave analysis in the 
context of a transmit-array operation compared to actual 
measurements. It is expected that the smaller size of the 
transmit-array will significantly affect the scan loss due to spill-
over, but it is noted that the validation of the full size dual-band 
transmit-array performance in terms of gain, beam-pointing and 
scan-loss has already been demonstrated in the previous 
section. 

The transmit-array fabrication procedure follows the same 
steps and procedures already detailed in [22], involving 
photolithographic patterning of each substrate layer compatible 
with 50 micron details, and substrate bonding using precise 



layer alignment. The dielectric substrate extends 10 mm beyond 
the transmit-array cells edge to leave gripping area in the 
measurement set-up. The fabricated transmit-array plus the 3D 
printed supporting structure are shown in Fig. 13, mounted in 
the anechoic chamber positioner. 

The measured and simulated normalized radiation patterns 
are shown for the feed central position ( = 0) in Fig. 14 and 
when the feed is translated between -30 mm and 30 mm with 
15 mm step relative to the central position (Fig. 15). This 
excursion range is narrower than in the previous section (see  

Table III) because the transmit-array is smaller. 
Consequently, a narrower scanning range will be shown. The 
magnitude normalization for the central positon in Fig. 14 is 
intended to show better the agreement between simulated and 
measured radiation patterns in terms of beam width and beam 
pointing direction in both bands. Graphical comparison for the 
other feed positions is omitted for conciseness, but the 
corresponding gain values are presented in Table IV. The 
degradation of the scanning performance of this transmit-array 
is in line with the explained spill-over effect. Overall, the results 
validate the numerical simulation model and its full-wave 
analysis, thus validating also the previous section. Moreover, 
they demonstrate that the proposed dual-band cell design 
strategy is viable and that its application for a complex dual-
band transmit-array with wide-angle beam scanning is quite 
feasible at the Ka-band using common lab prototyping 
facilities. 

 
Fig. 12 – a) Fabricated dual-band transmit-array. CST simulation model. b) 
Detail of the top layer metallization of the fabricated prototype. Each cell is 

3.5×3.5 mm2. 

 

Fig. 13 – Experimental setup: a) Schematics of the 3D-printed transmit-array 
support; b) prototyped antenna in the anechoic chamber. 

 

  

Fig. 14 – Normalized field patterns for circular polarization at: a) 20 GHz and; 
b) 30 GHz.  

Table IV – Measured and simulated gains obtained for the prototyped dual-
band transmit-array. 

 
Gain 
(dBi) 

= −30  
mm 

= −15 
mm 

= 0 
mm 

= 15 
mm 

= 30 
mm 

20
 G

H
z 

Simulated 21.0 22.9 24.1 25.4 25.1 

Measured 20.3 22.3 24.0 24.7 24.6 

30
 G

H
z 

Simulated 24.1 26.2 27.4 27.5 27.9 

Measured 23.5 25.8 26.8 26.9 27.2 
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Fig. 15 ‒  Measured radiation patterns for circular polarization at: a) 20 GHz 
and; b) 30 GHz. The feed was shifted between -30 mm and 30 mm with 15 

mm step relative to the central position. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

The main contribution of this work is to present and 
demonstrate for the first time a general formulation to design 
arbitrarily large dual-band transmit-arrays. Unlike [22] and 
most of the established transmit-array designs in the literature, 
which refer to single-band solutions, the present paper advances 
the state of the art of transmit-arrays for high-gain, beam-
steerable dual-band circular polarization solutions. Dual-band 
transmit-arrays are scarce in the literature and limited to low 
gain to avoid phase wrapping. The potential difficulty is related 
to the independent 360º phase wrapping needed at each band to 
compensate arbitrarily large equivalent length phase 
compensation. This points to an intractable number of phase 
combinations at each band, leading to a possibly very large 
number of different unit-cells. It is demonstrated in this paper 
that this phase compensation can be accomplished with a finite 
and limited number of appropriately selected dual-band unit-
cells. For that purpose, a general procedure was developed, 
showing that the phase-pairs corresponding to the locus of the 
phase combinations of each unit-cell required for compensating 
arbitrarily large equivalent lengths fall on a set of parallel lines 
in a 360º-periodic plane (the RPP plane). Design rules based on 
this procedure were proposed. The method is valid both for 
phase-delay and phase rotation type of cells. 

The concept was demonstrated for two off-set transmit-
arrays with high gain and wide-angle beam scanning, one 
through full-wave simulation and the other through 
measurements of a fabricated prototype. The general 
configuration is based on a previous concept proposed by the 
authors, where the elevation steering is obtained by the feed in-
plane translation under the transmit-array, while full azimuth 
coverage is obtained through rotation of the whole assembly. 
Dedicated dual-band cells were designed using the procedure 
developed in this paper.  

The full-wave results of the full-size dual-band transmit-
array are equivalent to those obtained for the single-band at 30 
GHz that were demonstrated by measurements in a previous 
work from the authors [22]. The measured results from the 
fabricated dual-band transmit-array agree very well with full-
wave simulations, thus validating it as well as the developed 
numerical model. A key point in both versions of the dual-band 
transmit-array is that while scanning, the beam pointing 

direction is coincident over the two bands, an ultimate 
confirmation of the successful design. 

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, there is no previous 
work in the literature reporting a dual-band transmit-array 
reaching 23-29 dBi gain, with a scanning interval as large as 0-
50º, with scan loss better than 3.6 dB and F/D < 1. The proposed 
general approach to find a finite set of phase-delay or phase-
rotation cells for arbitrarily large dual-band transmit-arrays is 
also an original contribution of this work. 
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